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To begin, a quick survey of the room
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Review the  
network 

landscape and 
shift in dental care 
delivery dynamics

Discuss the  
market forces  
accelerating

the growth of
DSOs

Share a framework
for carriers to  
assess their  

customized DSO  
strategy

Understand the  
implications of
DSOs on carrier

strategy

Objectives for today’s discussion
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The national network landscape
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The shifting delivery landscape

Then
Now&

DSO

Fragmented
Smaller-scale, independently managed dental

practices with limited negotiating power

Dental Service Organizations
Emerging corporations gaining meaningful 

traction with both dentists and patients
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What is a DSO?  According to Merriam-Webster’s…

What is a DSO? (1)

Dental Service Organizations | DSO

1 : Contract between multiple dental  
practices to provide administrative 
management and operational support

2 : Aim to reduce the administrative
responsibilities which come with owning  
and running a dental practice

3 : Allows providers to focus time on  
treating patients and delivering care

4 : Varies in size, geographic presence and  
specialties offered

Human  
Resources

Claims  
Processing

Marketing /  
Advertisement

Building &  
Equipment

Network
Contracting

Customer
Service

Appointment  
SchedulingFinance / Payroll

Core Offerings
DSOs can provide a wide variety of management and operational  
services for practices, including:
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DSO

Notes: (1) Believe it or not, this actually isn’t in the dictionary yet!  So for now, our definition will have to do.



Market forces accelerating DSO growth
A confluence of market forces is leading to an acceleration of DSO growth in the marketplace.

Evolving dental provider 
cultural preferences

Increased consumerism 
within  the dental segment

Emerging DSO direct-to-
consumer capabilities

Amplified outside
investment
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Evolving dental provider cultural preferences

Provider cultural preferences… …value proposition of DSOs

Looking transition to retirement 
and/or achieve work-life balance

Willing to reduce “CEO of everything” 
scope with running independent practice

New Dental graduates average nearly 
$300K in student debt (1)

Provide retirees earn out to ease into
retirement (2)

Streamline and advance administrative 
solutions allowing Dentist to focus on 
care delivery

Alternative career path for recent 
graduates

Strictly Confidential 8Notes: (1) ADA Health Policy Institute, 2017 analysis; (2) JAMA Network, Earning of Employed and Self-
employed US Healthcare Professionals



By the numbers: the provider cultural shift
Younger dentists are attaining ownership at a lesser rate; with a higher propensity to enter in to a DSO affiliation
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17.4%

11.0%

4.2% 3.2%

Under 35 35 - 49 50 - 64 Over 65

Dentist DSO Affiliation, by Age (1)% of Dentist in Private Practice Who Are Owners, by Age (1)

Notable drivers of shift include:
• Student debt (~$300k/average)

• Lifestyle preference
• Demographics

Notes: (1) ADA Health Policy Institute, 2017 analysis



Increased consumerism
Consumer experience (e.g., digital, mobile apps) in adjacent markets (e.g., banking, travel) are also contributing to 
the evolving dental ecosystem

Digital experience and 
platform are critical.83M+

US 
millennials 
according to  
2015 Census
Bureau
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Amplified outside investment… 
Private equity investment accelerating the market transformation via DSOs

Why the outside investment interest?

More Patients = More Revenue
Increased prevalence of dental coverage and  
high spend per patient fuels steady industry  
growth

Opportunity for Better Reimbursement
Consolidation of fragmented practices
increases DSOs’ negotiating position

Economies of Scale
Bolting on practices leads to scale, efficiency,  
growth and long-term profitability

Strictly Confidential 11Notes: (1) Representative examples, list not exhaustive

Dental Service Organization PE Acquisition / Activity (1)

2019

2018

2017

2016

2016



…albeit with different pace across country
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0.0%

4.0%

8.0%

12.0%

16.0%

20.0%

Arizona Texas Wisconsin Michigan Illinois New Jersey New York Idaho

DSO practice affiliation, by State (1)

Notes: (1) ADA Health Policy Institute, 2017 analysis; select states included for purpose of illustration



Future DSO market disruption

Annual Memberships

Discount Plans

Free Services
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DSOs will continue to bring innovative dental benefit alternatives to the market.

In-market 
disruption

Near-term
disruption

Future 
disruption

Small group 
centered products

Expanded defined 
contribution product 
solutions

Telehealth/dentistry

Vision partnerships

Fully capitated risk 
arrangements



Impact of DSOs on strategy; path ahead for plans
Generally, carriers have two options and should develop a sense of alignment in one direction or the other.

1 Reactive
Take a reactive 
approach  (and 
continue conducting  
business as usual)

2 Proactive
Proactively develop a DSO 
perspective that creates win-
win  partnerships with key 
providers and/or DSOs in the 
local marketplace
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Carrier assessment framework re: DSOs
A data driven analysis centered on relevant attributes

INTERNAL ASSESSMENT

EXTERNAL ASSESSMENT

Market  
Intelligence  

Gathering

Regulatory  
Assessment

Dental School /  
ASDA Dynamics

Network  
Assessment

Other Business  
Strategy

Book of  
Business  
Makeup
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Carrier assessment framework: Internal

• Book of business performance (overview, duration,  
product, geography/SIC, broker)

• Payor/mix trend Population vs. provider landscape
• Market positioning vs. competitors
• Sales strategy/growth targets

• Fee schedule trends (DSOs vs. stand-alone, by  
provider type)

• Known fee schedule risks/areas of challenge
• Provider directory demographics/trends
• Rental network stack implications
• Network strategy/growth planning

• Medical/dental integration
• Exclusive/co-branded products
• Multi-product synergy (e.g., code sharing)
• New market expansion/growth planning

Network  
Assessment

Other Business  
Strategy

Book of Business
Makeup

Attribute Example ConsiderationsINTERNAL  
ASSESSMENT
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Carrier assessment framework: External

• Federal/State regulatory trends across market  
segments

• State corporate dentistry legislation
• Benefit expansion/cuts for gov’t programs

• Key competitors and market position
• Dental insurance coverage/segment
• Market growth trends

• Inflow of new dental students in region
• State/local DSO expansion trends/plans
• Demographic analysis

Market  
Intelligence  
Gathering

Dental School /
ASDA Dynamics

Regulatory  
Assessment

Attribute Example ConsiderationsEXTERNAL  
ASSESSMENT
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Example considerations in win-win DSO partnerships…
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• Unit costs – trend management, long-term planning

• Risk management – capitation, value-based dentistry

• Product portfolio and segment growth strategies (e.g., small 
group, individual)

• Differentiated product (and network) design – EPO, favorable 
rates, differentiated offerings, co-branding



…but proceed with caution
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• Alignment to DSO strategy

• Book of business makeup

• Internal programs (e.g., Compliance, training)

• Network credentialing and recruitment strategies



Where are we going?  Future predictions?
A look at adjacent markets may provide insights to the dental landscape evolution

+

+

+

Vision
Mature: Vertical Integration

Medical
In process: Vertical Integration

Dental
Different dynamics, early observations…

Strictly Confidential 20Notes: Examples provided are illustrative; not intended to be exhaustive



Closing thoughts

• DSO market share will continue to rise driven by market forces, 
impacting legacy payer/provider dynamics

• Healthcare (and dental care), like real estate, is local – as  such, 
carriers should take a tailored approach with respect  to the 
continued rise of DSOs to best serve their mission  and community 
stakeholders (providers, employers,  members)

• Carrier action should involve all enterprise stakeholders –
executives, network, product, finance/underwriting/actuarial –
and utilize data to inform path forward
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Thank you for your time!  

Questions?



Steve Buege, Managing Partner |  

• Steve advises healthcare clients with their key strategic,
financial and operational initiatives, helping them compete in
the changing health marketplace. Steve supports his health
plan and specialty health clients in enterprise strategic
planning, board engagement support, business
transformation, transaction advisory, government programs,
organizational restructuring and executing go-forward
strategies powered by data analytics.

• Steve began his consulting career with HealthScape Advisors
before founding Armitage Advisors in 2019. Steve earned his
bachelor’s degree in Finance from the University of Illinois –
Urbana-Champaign.

E: steve@armitageadvisors.com
C: (630) 338 – 3333

R M I T A G E  A D V I S O R SA
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Marc Milanowski, Managing Director | 

E: marcm@annexadvisorygroup.com
C: (312) 952 – 8468

• Marc Milanowski is Founder and Managing Director of Annex Advisory
Group. With nearly 20 years of strategy and analytical experience in the
healthcare industry, Marc advises his clients through a wide variety of
healthcare issues impacting their growth strategy, operations, and
bottom line.

• Prior to forming Annex Advisory Group, Marc helped build two successful
healthcare consulting practices at boutique firms where he served on
their respective leadership teams. Marc began his career in the Value
Solutions consulting group at Arthur Andersen LLP. He is a frequent
speaker at various industry trade group and professional association
conferences.

• Marc graduated with a Bachelor’s Degree in Finance from DePaul
University in Chicago.
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